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SKI TOURING IN THE VALAIS 

BY C. M. STOCKEN 

FTER a good Channel crossing near the end of March, the three 
of us set forth by car from Dieppe, across France to Chamonix. 
From there we planned to follow the Haute Route to Zermatt. 

T e weather was superb, and our first view of the Alps, as \Ve crossed 
the Jura near Geneva, \:Vas memorable, one of the best of the trip. The 
final drive in the evening shadows up the dark valley leading to 
Chamonix with the icy ring of peaks above us was unforgettable, but 
it is not a place I would choose to spend a skiing holiday ; it is too shut 
in. We soon settled down in a small pension, and we spent the next 
three days practising and getting fit on the ski runs around the Brevent 
and Les Houches. 

I should say here that none of us were good skiers in fact, barely 
up to third-class standard but -vve -vvere all used to skiing in all sorts 
of snow conditions. We were slow, but comparatively safe ; whilst 
although I had done a fair amount of ski-mountaineering, my wife and 
Henry Wilson -vvere relatively inexperienced. 

The day of our start was fine. Heavily laden, \:Ve \:vere soon getting 
off the train at L e Tour and gazing somewhat apprehensively up 
the Glacier du Tour towards our destination, the Albert Hut. On 
reflection I feel that a veil had best be drawn across that first day. 
Suffice it to say that our loads were heavy, the sun beat inexorably on 
our backs, and then, to cap matters, I lost the \vay, and to retrieve the 
situation had to cut steps up a steep icy couloir and then hoist all our 
rucksacks and skis up the final rock pitch. Once in the hut matters 
were soon put right and our small Borde petrol stove worked overtime. 

We set off at seven the following morning and proceeded leisurely 
up the glacier on skis to the Col du Tour (3,287 m.), \vhere we had a 
very pleasant lunch with wonderful views and a scramble up amongst 
the rocks near the Aig. du Tour. I had had designs on the Aig. du 
Chardonnet, which looked most inviting, but decided that at this stage 
we were not quite strong enough. The descent across the Plateau du 
Trient and down the Glacier d'Orny was a splendid one and by three 
o'clock we -vvere comfortably ensconced in the Cabane d'Orny, which 
we had completely to ourselves. As there \vas still some daylight left, 
Henry and I had a pleasant climb up amongst the Aiguilles d'Arpette 
behind the hut. 

The following day -vve had a really lovely run down the Combe 
d'Orny, a seemingly endless succession of linked turns endin~ with a 
troublesome passage through jumbled spring avalanche deb:1s. ~he 
walk down through the woods and across the fields covered WI~h spring 
flowers to the incredibly old and fascinating village of Som-la-Proz \Vas 
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another highlight of the tour. From there we went by bus and train 
to Verbiers, where we spent three days blessed with really fine weather 
on one of which we climbed the Mont Fort (3,331 m.) with another 
splendid descent. 
· We began the next stage of our route from the Cabane du Mont Fort 
to the Cabane des Dix under lowering clouds, and by the time we had 
reached the Col de Louvie (2,938 m.) it was obvious that the weather 
had broken. A blizzard was blowing by the time we vvere crossing 
the crest of the Rosa Blanche (3 ,340 m.) and visibility was extremely 
bad, so that we had some difficulty in finding the route down the 
Glacier de Mourti into the Val des Dix. Here we 'vere joined by a 
large French party, and, feeling safer in numbers, decided to press on. 
Conditions became worse and the Cabane was not eventually reached 
until well after dark, and not without much argument, some silly mis
takes in route-finding, and whistling for the hut. It had been a long 
and tiring day of over fifteen hours and many of us were soaked through 
by the wet snow which had been falling continuously all day. It was 
s,ad to think we had missed so many lovely views. 

I \Pue to our exertions of the previous day we were late starters the 
next .. morning, and this vvas no doubt the cause of our dovvnfall. The 
day oawned a fine one, but bad 'veather was certainly in the air ; 
nevertheless, I thought that we could reach the Cabane des Vignettes 
before the next storm. Our friends of yesterday had more wisely set 
off for the Bertol Hut by way of the Pas de Chevres and Arolla. In 
spite of the ne'v snovv we made good progress up the Glacier de Seilon 
until about 3,6oo m., where we encountered ice and had to take off 
our skis and put on crampons. The weather, which had been steadily 
worsening, turned all too suddenly into a howling blizzard and vve were 
soon reduced to follo,ving a compass course to lead us over and down 
the other side of the summit of the Pigne d'Arolla (3,801 m.). After 
an hour's battling with the elements we vvere forced to admit that we 
were not sufficiently sure of our whereabouts to take the risk of going 
on, for an exact knowledge was essential if the Cabane vvas to be found. 
It was a difficult decision to take, but I believe th~ right one ; once made, 
however, our difficulties were seemingly only beginning. Visibility 
was novv nil, and the icy blast had turned us into chilled white phantoms, 
whilst our previous tracks had quite disappeared. With the. aid of 
compass, instinct and the occasional glimpse of a track we succeeded 
in getting back to the Glacier de Seilon, although at one moment_ we 
'vere nearly tempted to bivouac in an inviting crevasse. As a result 
of this episode Henry and I had a mild, but painful attack of snow 
blindness which quite spoilt our run dovvn to Arolla the next day, 
where I retired to bed in a dark room. 

We now decided to reach Zermatt via the Bertol Hut and the Tete 
Blanche, and accordingly set off for the former the next morning, by 
which time our optics could just manage under the protection of a scarf 
and two pairs of dark glasses. It was a lovely day, with a gale raging 
high up and blowing fleecy clouds across the summits ,of Mont Collon 
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and the Pigne. The last part of the ascent is very steep and it seemed 
ages before we eventually climbed up the rocky pinnacle on which the 
hut is perched, but alas ! by that time thick clouds had obscured the 
expected views of the Zermatt peaks. It was an extremely cold nigh£ 
but, together with the four members of a German party, we managed 
to create a really fine fug in one of the smaller bunk-rooms and spent 
a comfortable night under an avalan.che of rugs. 

There was much wind and cloud in the morning ; even so, condi
tions were just sufficiently good to justify attempting the last stage of 
our journey. No landmarks were visible and so we had to use our 
compass, whilst the occasional trace of old tracks formed some 
encouragement. As we approached the summit of the Tete Blanche 
(3,750 m.) the wind grew in violence, and before long a blizzard was 
blowing and all our previous difficulties -vvere upon us. Mter Henry, 
\¥ho had been leading, had suddenly disappeared the full length of the 
rope into a fathomless void and been hauled back only after considerable 
difficulty, .we thought that it was high time to pause and consider our 
situation. In such conditions it is difficult to estimate distanc~ 
travelled, and, foolishly, I had no aneroid, so could only estimate heig~t. 
Had the visibility cleared for even an instant V\rhen \Ve vvere on the tol, 
all would have been well. Although we had obviously reachecl the 
Stock Glacier, it was decided that the danger of turning off at the wrong 
moment during the S-bend that had to be made further on do\vn the 
glacier was too great, particularly the risk of unvvittingly skiing parallel 
to a line of known crevasses. Very prominent in my memory was the 
disappearance, in similar conditions, of an entire Army ski patrol in 
this area when I had last been in Zermatt. 

As had happened before, we discovered that finding our way back 
was no easy task, and quite the best moment of the day was when the 
cheerful call of a chough confirmed that we had reached the unseen 
Col de Bertol just below the hut. An interesting lesson learnt on this 
occasion was the fact that, although our previous tracks had been com
pletely obliterated, it was possible to tell where they lay by the ' feel ' 
of the firmer snow beneath \IV hen we crossed over them. 

There was more snow during the night, and as a local guide in the hut . 
advised caution, we decided to admit defeat and get to Zermatt by 
other methods. Then followed a glorious run down on powder sno\v 
to Arolla, from whence, after an excellent lunch, we set off down the 
valley by jeep. Imagine our chagrin as the weather now completely 
cleared, but it was too late, and our attention was soon diverted by the 
delight of witnessing the transition from a ,world of snow and ice into 
one of green grass and spring flowers. On reaching Zermatt later that 
evening we were glad to learn that more settled weather was now fore
cast. There followed three rest days, during which we pottered about 
the Findelen valley, searched for plants, and had some excellent 
sun-bathing. 

Our next objective \vas the Breithorn (4,171 m.), and after leaving 
the train at Rotenboden and making the steep descent on the Gorner 
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Glacier '"e commenced the long trudge up to the top of the Theodule 
Pass, where a strong and biting wind awaited us. That night was 
spent in the restaurant at Testa Grigia.; here, the food and sleeping 
accommodation 'vere excellent, but certain other arrangements, which 
can be safely left to the reader's imagination, were not quite so good. 
An icy blast delayed the departure next morning, but we eventually 
plucked up courage to face it and set off. The route is simple, and our 
efforts were revlarded by a great improvement in the weather as we 
reached the base of the final climb, where we left our skis and took to 
crampons. I must admit that here we should have roped up, but did 
not as the . slope seemed easy enough for the first stretch ; however, 
Romola slipped and had an extremely rapid and unpleasant slide head
first for some hundred metres before arresting herself on a patch of soft 
snow. Fortunately she escaped with only a shaking, but it ~'as another 
lesson learned. 

The airy-climb along the knife-like crest leading to .the summit was 
an invigorating one, and the wonderful panorama to be seen from it is as 
fine as any I know of in the Alps. . The descent across the Plateau Rosa 
proved a difficult one since there was much wind crust, and this tnade 
turning on it well-nigh impossible. The downhill run from this point 
to Zermatt is rightly known as one of the finest in !he Alps, and we were 
not disappointed. There is ample room, so that the slopes can be 
taken any way one fancies, either as a straight schiiss or in a sort of 
meandering traverse, which I personally favour. The run down the 
Furgg Glacier under the shadow of the Matterhorn w-as magnificent, 
but below the Hornli we ran into hard icy tracks which were not so 
easy to negotiate. The snow ended at Platten, and from here we 
shouldered our skis and walked back to Zermatt feeling remarkably 
fresh after another splendid day. 

We were now joined by Richard Brooke and two young men who, being 
alone, were keen to accompany a touring party. The German, Emil, 
proved himself a competent skier but of nervous disposition, which we 
found out to our cost later (another lesson learnt), whilst the Swiss, 
Ralph, was an extremely good skier and mountaineer but not yet a 
wise one, as was evidenced by a lone ascent of the Brei thorn in shocking 
conditions a few days previously. After another rest day, some of 
which had to be devoted to repairs and re-provisioning, we set off in 
high spirits for the Betemps Hut with continued fine weather forecast 
ahead of us: As usual, the hut was somewhat crowded, but by arriv
ing early and being S.A.C. members, we were able to secure good 
places, and from our sun-bathing vantage points on the rocks beneath 
the hut watch the late arrivals toiling up the Gorner Glacier below. 

Quite exceptional falls of snow during the winter had made the 
glaciers a great deal safer than usual, and in the evening I spent a 
pleasant hour exploring some of the intricacies of the icefall on the 
Grenz Glacier nearby. It was decided to ascend the Dufourspitze 
(4,638 m.), and in two ropes of three we were off at 4.30 the next 
morning as we wished to get ahead of any other parties that might be 
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going the same way, but in the event there were none. It was very cold, 
as it always is on Monte Rosa, but once broken into a good rhythm we 
soon warmed up and were able to enjoy the breathtaking views unfold
ing before us, made even more beautiful by the contrast between the 
grey morning mists rising from the valley and the first rosy blush of 
dawn on the tops of the surrounding peaks. Having now made ascents 
in the Zermatt region in both summer and spring, I am convinced that, 
high up, the scenery is the finer during the latter season, perhaps 
because there is more snow to cover such unsightly features as the 
moraines and chutes. 

The route taken followed the moraine of the Grenz Glacier and then 
branched left up a steep slope to join the Monte Rosa Glacier near the 
Obere Platte, whence it is an easy pull up to the Sattel. We reached 
the Sattel, now in sunlight, at about 10.30 A.M., and after a further 
pause to admire the scenery, we strapped on crampons and moved off 
towards the summit. Only a little step-cutting was necessary as several 
other parties had ascended during the previous week, but there was 
fresh snow on the rocks, which necessitated caution, and, although this 
retarde.d us a little, we were soon perched happily on the highest point, 
drinking in an horizon in which even-Monte Viso was clearly visible. 
Far below o~ the Grtlnz Glacier a 'line of ants' was creeping up towards 
the Margher1ta Hut. 

After a snack on the Sattel we had a most enjoyable descent down the 
Monte Rosa Glacier, the lower levels of which, being free of wind 
crust, gave splendid running. The crevassed sections on this glacier 
are very obvious, so that there is normally no . need for a roped descent, 
which can be a lengthy and painful pastime for indifferent skiers, but 
which is of course essential in bad weather conditions such as have 
already been described. 

We were back in the hut again by 2.30 P.M., and were able to have a 
lazy afternoon in the sun watching other parties coming down the 
Grenz Glacier from the Signalkuppe, and a rope of three who were 
having some difficulty descending the Zwillings Glacier after an ascent 
of the Western Lyskamm, which I was told later had proved a tough 
proposition involving a great deal of step-cutting. After a long dis
cussion during supper \Ve decided that we were now a strong .and fit 
enough party to have a go at the Castor-Breithorn traverse the following 
day. That evening we met the only fellow-countryman encountered 
in a hut during the tour, an Australian girl with designs on the Dufour
spitze.. The majority of the other parties had guides whom we found 
most kind and not at all disinclined to give us usefuJ information. My 
wife was quick to note that, although a number of other wives had accom
panied their husbands to the hut, few if any of them went any further; a 
practice which I am inclined to favour, for what can be pleasanter than 
being met on return by one's wife with a nice cup of tea ? 

Again in two ropes we set off just after 4 A.M., and the discomfort of 
the intense cold was tempered by the satisfaction of knowing that the 
wonderful weather was not going to desert us. 
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The route through the lower icefall of the Zwillings Glacier is a 
complicated one, a jumbled mass of seracs, crevasses and snow bridges, 
and I can well believe that it is impossible in a bad year. Once through 
this maze the first step is reached, from which one traverses left past 
some awe-inspiring ice-cliffs to a point beneath the ice-covered battle- . 
ments of the Lyskamm, where one ascends a very steep slope to get on 
to the second step. This portion is extremely dangerous, as was shown 
by the enormous blocks of ice and other debris that littered the ground, 
and we hastened past it as if the devil was right behind us. Once the 
second step had been reached, we found to our relief that the worst was 
behind (or so we thought), and after negotiating some of quite the 
largest crevasses I have ever seen we reached the Felikjoch (4,068 m.) 
and were able to gaze down into Italy. 

After a short snack and some photography of the superlative scenery 
about us we put on our crampons and, shouldering the skis, corn~ 
menced the ascent of Castor (4,230 m.). For those fortunate enough 
to have special recesses for holding their skis in their rucksacks the 
balancing act that followed was a great deal simpler than for those 
who had not. There is not much room on the snowy summit, so we 
did not remain there long, but I did glance behind and note for the 
future that the route from the Signalkuppe to the Felikjoch did not 
look a very difficult one. It was now just after 11.30 A.M. and we were 
confidently looking forward to lunch at noon on the Zwillingsjoch. 
Here we seriously miscalculated, for, on descending some forty metres 
on the Italian side, we found that the steep exposed shoulder of Castor 
that had to be crossed was a sheet of ice, due no doubt to the recent 
strong winds. At this somewhat critical moment Emil expressed a 
strong desire to return, but for the rest of us the thought of skiing, 
roped down the way we had come, was too much and he was told to shut 
up. Meanwhile, Richard, who was by far the most experienced of us 
on ice, had commenced cutting steps across the worst of the slope and 
then down over an awkward bergschrund to a steep but easier snow 
slope. This all took time, particularly the lowering of the skis and ruck
sa.cks, so that we did not in fact start lunch until close on 3 P .M. A 
reference to Marcel Kurz's excellent guide-book disclosed the following 
cryptic sentence describing this descent : ' Vingt minutes si la neige 
est favorable ' ! 

Under a grilling sun we put on our skis and somewhat battered seal
skins and led off round the base of Pollux to the Schwarztor (3,741 m.) 
and Plateau Rosa. We found this the most exhausting part of the day 
and I have never sweated so profusely. The snow had become soft, 
so that we had to be especially wary when crossing snow bridges, and, 
indeed, Ralph half fell through one. The slope leading up to the 
Breithorn Pass was particularly trying due to the difficulty in getting 
a grip with one's ski edges on the corrugated wind crust, with the 
result that we frequently slipped and nearly jerked each other off our 
feet in a most exasperating fashion. We reached the Plateau Rosa 
sometime after 4 P.M., and ·here Ralph left us, since he had to catc~ 
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the .last train down from Zermatt, and the last we saw of this fine com
panion was a small speck speeding down the Furgg Glacier. The rest 
of us had a splendid run down to below the Hornli, but it was a tired 
party that eventually tramped into Zermatt close on 8 P.M. 

It had been a unique day grand weather, indescribable views, and, 
more important still, all had been accomplished with a good safety 
margin in fact, ski touring at its best.. Perhaps this sounds a little 
smug after some of the awful admissions that have been made., still it 
was nice to end on the right foot. For those who are interested, this 
tour lasted twenty -six days and the total expenses for the two of us 
(including all transport) worked out at just on £85. Our equipment 
was standard, but a good deal of care had been taken in selecting certain 
essential small items to take 'vith us (e.g. screwdrivers, torches, spare ski 
tips) and the only item forgotten turned out to be a split pin. In case 
of crevasse trouble we carried spare line and prusik slings. In my 
opinion such a holiday, if one is lucky, provides one with most of the 
pleasures of both an alpine summer and winter so much so that we can 
scarcely wait until the day when we set off again on another tour . 
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